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Returning from the Dead His Secret Lover
Chapter 1768

Chapter 1768 Bold

With a dark look, Sebastian hovered his mouse over a document icon and clicked on it.
Then, he waved Sasha over to have a look at the file. While she was at that, he got up and
got a glass of water for himself.

Sasha was a genius in finance. Sebastian believed that she could comprehend the issue
with the document at just a glimpse without any explanation from him.

She settled in front of the computer and analyzed the document’s content.

Five minutes later, she spotted some issues with it.

“The person who created this was either bad at it or had messed it up on purpose. It was
just one piece of land. Yet the data submitted were split into auction, planning,
construction…”

Sasha’s eyebrows burrowed at the numbers on the screen.

The expression on Sebastian’s face darkened even more at her analysis.

However, it was too early to conclude as a further investigation still needed to be done.
Thus, they didn’t dwell on it and retired for the night. When the lights turned off, thoughts of
her son began racing through Sasha’s mind as she lay in Sebastian’s embrace on the bed.

“Oh, right. Wasn’t Ian in charge of a project in school? How did he do? Did the operational
department submit their proposal with the data this time?”
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“I haven’t looked at it yet…” Sebastian answered absentmindedly, his hands busy caressing
Sasha in the dark.

His nonchalance annoyed Sasha.

Can’t he be serious about it? We’re talking about our son here!

However, he did not hear her silent complaint. Not long after, he found her lips with ease and
kissed her. With a swift movement, he positioned her on top of him.

“Darling, it finally ended. Can we do something different this time?”

In the dark, passionate night, his excited whisper sounded in Sasha’s ear.

Do something different? What was that supposed to mean?

That night, Sasha didn’t get to sleep a wink. Their nightly activities kept her up until dusk.

At eight sharp in the morning, Luke had just started another day at work in Avenport. He
requested the summary report, which the employees had worked on for the whole night, and
waited for Sebastian’s summons.

Two hours later when it was almost ten in the morning. Sebastian, who had gotten some
release, was feeling much better than last night.

When he flipped the documents and skimmed through the summary report, he didn’t point
out any mistakes. “Follow this example next time.”

Luke answered, “Yes, Sir.”

Employees at Hayes Corporation finally got to heave a breath of relief.

“Say, Mr. Zeyl. Why did Mr. Hayes request for the summary report overnight?”

After the meeting among the board of directors ended, a couple of shareholders began
chatting in the lounge.
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Winston replied, “Why else? Have all of you forgotten? He likes everything to be immaculate.
We were used to detail management and had forgotten about Mr. Hayes’ habit after all
these years with Solomon holding the reins.”

His explanation was arbitrary at best, but the other shareholders were relieved by it.

Feeling assured, the other shareholders left the lounge.

Winston left ten minutes later. The minute he reached the parking lot, he took out his phone
and saw he had received a few text messages from Bob from the Sales Department.

Mr. Zeyl, did Mr. Hayes find out anything last night?

Winston texted back: I was just about to ask you on that. You knew Sebastian would be
taking over Hayes Corporation temporarily. So how could you not make the necessary
preparations beforehand?

Bob replied: It wasn’t like that, Mr. Zeyl. We’ve already submitted those reports to the
Finance Department. I did want to take it back and redo it. Yet, they rejected my request
saying they had already prepared their month-end report. So I…

Winston texted: Useless!

Winston began cussing in the car after he sent the message.

Bob didn’t reply to the message.

At that moment, Winston’s phone rang, cutting off his long train of cusses. He picked up the
call in a bad mood.

“Yes?”

“Hey, Winston. I saw Larry and the rest asking you about that matter back in the lounge
earlier, so I kept quiet; but what do you think about it?”

It was another shareholder.

Sebastian had removed many shareholders after Yancy’s incident.
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Yancy was pulling the strings behind Solomon to acquit Hayes Corporation with Sinch
Enterprise. She forcibly bought the shares from Peter, Larry, and a few others. Luckily, Sasha
and Sabrina managed to retain those share transfer agreements.

When Sebastian returned in the end, he destroyed Yancy’s plans by repurchasing all of
Hayes Corporation’s shares.

At that time, a change occurred within the board of directors. Sebastian swiftly repurchased
all the shares Sinch Enterprise had bought with force and fired all the shareholders that had
betrayed the company.

Therefore, only a few original shareholders were left on the board of directors. Larry, Peter,
and Winston were among the remaining few.

The rest of the shareholders joined when Solomon took the reins.

“How else can I think about it? Isn’t that obvious? Sebastian is not Solomon. Do you take
him as a fool?”

Winston began cussing in the car again.

The shareholder on the other end paled at the string of expletives.
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